feelcosmetic

Homepage

www.urbanlook.co.kr

Annual Sales(2017)

USD 3,733,084.46

Export Amount(2017) USD 373,308.45
Export country

China , Canada, Vietnam,
Hong Kong,Thailand
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Beauty
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Manufacturing / OEM & ODM / Trade

urbanlook

urbanlook
lucent
marble pact

1.	2 step fill up rich nutrients
and wrapping.

-	Skin texture correction and
high moisturizing feeling
and non-sticky finish

2.	V mask retrieve the hidden
v line on my face.

1.	urbanlook eye mask is a
water-soluble gel type mask
sheet having excellent
adhesion even in the eyes
with many bends.

3.	long time use
1hour~8hours.

2.	2 step fill up rich nutrients
and wrapping.

-	Soft Applying and Tone
correction effect with
Round shaped TiO2

4.	anti-wrinkle v mask is
effective for nasolabial fold.

-	Natural glossy effect

3.	It is a specialized eye care
product that helps to
control the wrinkles and
dark circles of the eye
using melted with skin
temperature and absorbed,
and helps to relieve stress
and fatigue of long-term.
4.	long time use
1hour~8hours.
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Quality

FOB Price USD 5

FOB Price USD 5

FOB Price USD 48

M.O.Q.

M.O.Q.

M.O.Q.

400 sheets

Target
10~60 years old
Customer
China , Canada,
Target
Vietnam,
Countries
Hong Kong,Thailand

400 sheets

Target
10~60 years old
Customer
China , Canada,
Target
Vietnam,
Countries
Hong Kong,Thailand

48 EA

Target
10~60 years old
Customer
China , Canada,
Target
Vietnam,
Countries
Hong Kong,Thailand

Distinction

Rating Region

living

urbanlook
persian
cat eye pack

mmeiday
tone up cream
FOB Price

USD 35

M.O.Q.

48 EA

Target
Customer

10~60 years old

Target
Countries

China , Canada, Vietnam,
Hong Kong,Thailand

FOB Price

USD 3

M.O.Q.

300 EA

Target
Customer

10~60 years old

Target
Countries

China , Canada, Vietnam,
Hong Kong,Thailand

Feelcosmetics Co., Ltd was built in Gwangju City,
South Korea in 1994. We have many kind of
brands.
We can provide a full set of comprehensive and
systematic services such as brand background,
brand story, product design, product
development, independent production, OEM,
etc.
urbanlook is a fashion brand for urban women
with distinct personality and competence. The
urbanlook brand pursues health internally and
exquisiteness externally, and strives for the
highest quality even in the invisible details.
Meiday is a medium-priced product. The
products of this brand are necessities that
we must use at home. And every products of
meiday is very practical and affordable.
cocomong is a brand for children. It mainly
produces children’s cosmetics, shower gel, body
lotion and so on. It’s natural green cosmetics.
We always except to produce the best products
to give back to consumers, with the most
sincere attitude towards partners from all
countries.

baby goods

urbanlook
persian
cat v mask

fashion

living
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fashion

baby goods
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meiday cica care mask
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food

Reliability

food

Price

#healthy

Contact Point
Im Hyung Soo
+82-62-267-8071
feel@feelcosmetic.com
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